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Abstract

With the advent of multiprocessor systems, it is now the role of the programmers to explicitly expose parallelism and take advantage of parallel computing resources. However, concurrent programming is inherently complex as programmers have to reason about all possible thread interleavings. A deterministic replay system that records and reproduces the execution of parallel programs can serve as a foundation for building many useful tools (e.g., time-travel debugger, fault tolerance system, etc.) by overcoming the inherent non-determinism in multiprocessor systems. While it is well known how to replay uniprocessor systems, it is much harder to provide deterministic replay of shared memory multithreaded programs on multiprocessors because shared memory accesses add a high-frequency source of non-determinism.

I introduce a new insight to deterministic replay that it is sufficient for many replay uses to guarantee only the same output and the final states between the recorded and replayed executions, and thus it is possible to support replay without logging precise shared-memory dependencies. I call this relaxed but sufficient replay guarantee “external determinism” and leverage this observation to build efficient multiprocessor replay systems. In this talk, I will introduce Respec which supports deterministic replay at low overhead with operating system support. Then, I will discuss the on-going research work aiming to provide deterministic replay and offloaded runtime checks for mobile systems.
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